NAJA 411 … Explained

Whether you are looking forward to your very first AEC or you are an "old pro", we are ready to help guide your experience. We want every individual and every Chapter to make the most of the Annual Education Conference. We will be staffing a table in the Lobby Annex from 10am-12:30pm on the first day of the conference. We would love for you to stop by and say hi. Although we may be able to answer questions like, "Where is the nearest restroom?" or "Where can I grab a quick bite to eat?", that is not our main goal. Instead we are available to you to chat about how to get the most out of your conference. We would love to visit with you about things like:

- This is my first AEC...how does it all work?
- Which sessions would be most beneficial for me?
- There are three of us from our Chapter here...how should we best spread out and cover the most workshops?
- What is session "xyz" all about?
- Our Chapter's biggest struggles are "xyz", how can we get the best help?
- Should I attend sessions with my fellow Chapter members or should we attend different ones?
- How does the business meeting work?
- And anything else you might think of...

I promise you, if we don't have the answer immediately, we will get the answer and follow up right away. (Probably via text).

So, bring your questions and get ready to start off with all the information you need. A NAJA Rep will be ready and eager to meet and assist you. See you in May!

Julie Springer – NAJA Recording Secretary

At AEC 2016, with great excitement, we opened the Time Capsule that was packed in celebration at NAJA’s 50th Anniversary. You now have the opportunity to tell future Junior Auxiliary members about your Chapter that NAJA will open at the 100th Anniversary. What type of items are we asking to include?

- Picture of your Chapter
- Historical written essay of your Chapter – membership, projects, etc.
- Service attire items
- Letters from Life/Associate members describing their JA experience

Since we do not know what computer programs will used in 2041 – we ask that you submit 2 dimensional items. Do you have questions on an item you want to place in the Time Capsule? Call Headquarters at (662) 332-3000.

To place an item in the Time Capsule, place it in a Ziplock® bag (Dollar Tree has extra-large size) and include what the item is and the Chapter that is submitting the item. Bring your item to AEC May 5, 2017. Directions for drop off will be available at the Registration desk. Thank you for helping to recognize your Chapter in 2041!

Darlene Carey, 75th Anniversary Committee Member

AEC Service Project

At AEC last year we introduced an opportunity for attendees to earn Service hours by servicing two separate organizations. Based on the feedback we received through the AEC surveys, we have decided to offer an opportunity again this year to work with Youth Villages (http://www.youthvillages.org/). The Youth Villages Service Project will be on Friday morning, May 5th from 9:00am – 11:00am where we will do recreational therapy (P.E.) with the children. The caravan to Youth Villages will depart promptly at 8:30am from the hotel and return by 11:30am. This schedule will allow time for any participants to freshen up and grab lunch prior to the opening session at AEC at 1:00pm.

To sign up for this great opportunity to earn Service hours for the 2017-2018 year, send one email from the Chapter to Leslie James, Marketing VP at NAJAMarketingVP@gmail.com. I look forward to serving the children with you!

Leslie James, NAJA Marketing VP
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You know if 600 women are gathering, there will be opportunities to shop! And AEC is no exception! As always, the Galleria will be filled with vendors selling jewelry, clothing, themed t-shirts, prints, candles, and more! The NAJA Foundation Auction will have all types of items to bid on as well as 6 x 6 canvas prints, all submitted by you, our Chapters. The NAJA store will also be on-site selling NAJA-personalized pins, cups, bags, cookbooks, jewelry, and Christmas ornaments, to name a few things. Shopping at AEC puts money back into our organization, so feel free to go Wild!

Leslie James, NAJA Marketing VP

AEC Speakers

AEC 2017 is just around the corner!! Don’t scramble at the last minute; start planning now which members from your Chapter will attend each workshop or speaker! Everyone will enjoy Jimmy Wayne as our Plenary Speaker at 1:00 pm on Friday. Jimmy is a former foster kid turned country music singer/songwriter and author whose songs, story, and walk half-way across America continue to help bring awareness to kids who age out of the foster system and become homeless. Don’t miss Richard Guerry on Friday at 4:30. Richard will teach us as parents, teachers and volunteers how to effectively promote responsible use of digital tools while also obtaining the wisdom to prevent negative, irresponsible, and malicious digital behaviors and trends. He is the author of multiple cyber safety books, including Public and Permanent, Promote Responsible Use – Prevent Digital Abuse. Billed as a top Internet Safety and Cyber Bullying speaker, he has been featured at numerous national and international conferences.

Leslie Dewey, NAJA Education Committee
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